[Spontaneous periodical arrhythmia in the rabbit isolated right atrium].
Spontaneous periodical changes in the action potentials of myocytes occurring upon alternating of two types of frequencies were registered under the conditions of oxygenated perfusion of an isolated rabbit atrium. Spontaneous changes of the rhythm were elicited by doubling the duration of action potential, and arrhythmia arose upon passing from one frequency to the other. The rhythmicity was interrupted by spontaneous bigeminy and other minicycles. It was shown that spontaneous bigeminy of the atrium being studied is similar to the artificial bigeminy elicited by electrical impulses. These data indicate that the atrium can be considered as a determined nonlinear system. It was assumed that, from the parameters of spontaneous arrhythmia under stable conditions, it is possible to calculate the frequency of spontaneous rhythmical action potential.